
GUNS AND ROSES

( guns and roses. )

a9

I SHOULD HAVE LEARNED

TO LET YOU STAY. . .

a2

. . .YOU DIDNT WANT ME

ALL THE TIME

a1

━━━━━━━ a27

guns and roses! ━━━━━━━
(CHARACTERS !) a2

a24

arden

━━━━━━━
portrayed by lana condor

"I will stab you."

a44

druig

━━━━━━━
portrayed by barry keoghan

"Stab me then."

a90

WITH. . .

the rest of the eternals as themselves

guns and roses! ━━━━━━━
(SYNOPSIS !)

Having your best friend leave out of the blue and won't even let you

come with, easily le  Arden in a never ending heartbreak for

centuries. It was understandable really. a1

If your best friend suddenly didn't want you around that is kind of

odd is it not? a4

Perhaps he just. . .grew tired of constantly spending time with her.

Yet, he could've just asked for a little space and Arden would give it to

him in a heartbeat. Space was always good and needed sometimes.

Or perhaps, it was the fact that they began to get a little too close.

That fact could easily want him to distance from her, which could

possibly be acceptable. a1

But over time, Arden didnt care about the 'perhaps' and the 'facts'

because that was so hopelessly stupid. She kept coming up with

di erent excuses because surely there were some sort of explanation.

Who wouldnt want to be with someone you love?

They were meant to be friends till the end. . . but someone didn't

want to keep their side of the promise. a11

So as time went on (as it continuously did), she came to the

conclusion that if he didn't want to be around her anymore, that's

how it was going to be. She began to stop coming up with the small

excuses when he could just tell her if he really wanted to. a4

However, it never really seemed as if he wanted to at all.

That being said, Arden made a promise to herself that she was never

going to see Druig again.

And hopefully, unlike him, she'd keep that promise.

a8

authors note! ━━━━━━━
arden being sad and then becoming petty is me in a nutshell pls- a19

also im kinda i y about everything because I fear it makes no sense

but I just- I can't stop thinking about him it's a major problem. soooo

I just had to write about him KSJKDSN but uh I really don't like this

layout and it's very simple compared to my other ones so I might

change it (it also took me way longer for some reason ???) and I might

change like- a bunch of other things because my brain doesn't work

🧍 a15

anyways sorry for complaining LMFOA let's get into it yuh 💃

disclaimer! ━━━━━━━
this will contain spoilers for the eternals! it includes violence , gore ,

death , foul language and much more.

Continue reading next part 
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